Lesson 3  The Mogul Empire

I.  A. Bābur, northern
    B. Akbar, taxation
    C. Shāh Jahān, poverty
    D. Aurangzeb, intolerance

II. A. Nanak, equality
    B. Khalsa, Kachera
    C. fifth, charity

III. A. Muslims, Hindu
    B. women, Islamic
    C. nobility, foreigners
    D. Persian, Taj Mahal

IV. A. spices, decline
    B. English, French
    C. Sir Robert Clive, East India

Summary and Reflection

A complete answer should include: advanced weaponry, skilled leaders (like Akbar), development of foreign trade, and policies of religious tolerance helped Moguls unite India under one government dominated by Muslims; the arrival of the British hastened the decline of the Mogul dynasty; details about the role of Sir Robert Clive, his restriction of French trading, and the power of the East India Company.